ACT®/SAT® Practice Test Scoring
Help students improve scores with a more accurate practice experience
You want to prep students for upcoming college entrance and other exams,
but you know that means a lot of time-consuming scoring, with complicated
calculations needed to make sure the practice raw scores look like real entrance
exams composite scores. Scantron takes the work out of this scoring, fast.

Eliminate Complicated Manual Calculations
Grade ACT or SAT practice tests automatically and
stop manually wrestling with complicated scoring
calculations. Remark’s robust recognition engine
transforms practice test forms into usable data.
We’ve built composite scoring and scaled score
conversions for ACT and SAT practice tests into the
solution, so you get practice test scoring as easily as
scan, score, done!

Provide Practice Scores to Students Faster
Using the ACT/SAT Practice Test Scoring solution
is fast and easy. Simply administer the practice
test booklets from ACT or The College Board via
a Scantron practice form to students in a realistic
setting (usually a proctored exam room), scan
the forms using Remark and a Scantron scanner,
then run reports from Remark’s Reports menu. No
wrestling with spreadsheets, no waiting for ACT
or The College Board to provide scores—you get
reliable results as fast as you can scan completed
test forms.

Design Remediation in Real Time
In addition to group reports, Remark provides
individual student reports. Using the student
grade details, you can view exactly where students
struggled, including at the individual answer level.
Use these results to coach students on specific
knowledge gaps or create study groups so students
can help each other succeed.

ACT is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc. SAT is a registered trademark of The College Board. Neither ACT, Inc. nor The College Board
endorse this solution, although they have provided information to ensure practice test scoring reliability.

Accurate Practice Forms

Supported Scanners

Scantron provides forms that closely match the ACT
and SAT test forms. Although the forms listed below
are not endorsed by ACT and SAT, our extensive
testing has ensured they provide an accurate
testing experience for students and a reliable
scoring experience for you:

This solution is compatible with Scantron
iNSIGHT™ and OpScan® scanners, including
the SelfScore option, and the Scantron Score™
test scoring machine.

One-Time Software Cost

• 292308 (ACT Practice-compatible)
• 291470 (ACT Practice-compatible)
• 300898 (SAT Practice-compatible)
These forms are compatible with practice
test booklets available from ACT, Inc. and The
College Board.

GET THE RESULTS YOU NEED
TO MAKE INFORMED BUSINESS
DECISIONS TODAY!
For a free consultation to meet your
organization’s goals, call 800.722.6876 or visit
us at www.scantron.com/k12 to learn more.
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Remark Classic OMR is the backbone of the
ACT/SAT Practice Test Scoring solution. Remark is
a workstation-based scoring solution. There is no
per-student charge for Remark, and you can use it
to support testing needs beyond ACT/SAT Practice
Test scoring.

About Us
Scantron® provides technology to help you collect
data you can use. We offer solutions and services
delivered with the quality you expect from decades of
experience. Whether you need to work on paper, online,
or anywhere in between, Scantron can meet you where
you are and help you get to where you want to be.
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